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CHAPTER ONE

‘The Young Genius’

In Room 53 of the Royal College of Music, with oil paintings of composers lining its walls and a view of the Royal Albert Hall through its large windows, sits the great Sir Charles Villiers Stanford, frowning through his pince nez as he marks a composition with ‘his gold propelling pencil’. He shakes his head, shakes it again, hums a little, then, with a flourish, holds up the altered song. ‘There, m’boy’, he exclaims to one of the two students eagerly watching him. ‘That’ll be half a crown’. An unkempt, dark-haired student in a rather shapeless blue coat takes one look at the corrections and leaps to his feet. ‘But Sir—you’ve jiggered the whole thing!’

Stanford looks at him in silence, slowly rises from his seat, takes his student firmly by the ear, and expels him from the room. The other observer, the young composer Herbert Howells, looks on aghast. With his back to the door, Stanford smiles. ‘I love Gurney more and more. He’s the greatest among you all, but the least teachable.’ He returns to look at some of Howells’s immaculately presented musical offerings as the sound of footsteps stamping on the stone stairs rings down the corridor.

By the time the twenty-year-old ‘young genius’, as Gurney referred to himself (with only partial irony), reached the imposing marble entrance hall of the Royal College of Music on 8 May 1911, he was hardly a child prodigy. His compositions showed promise and flair, but they were a long way from remarkable. Gurney knew he had hardly begun to investigate the depth of his gift, and he had a deep conviction that he possessed the capability to write something extraordinary, if only he could discipline and train himself. These were early days, and his education was just beginning. For now, with the real possibility of future greatness, and a capital city full of world-class music-making to explore, optimism outweighed anxiety.

One year before, Gurney had been sitting in the draughty pews of Gloucester Cathedral. He had watched the many colours the stained glass cast across the great
building as the sun set, as he listened with rapt attention to a piece that was unlike anything he had ever heard. Both he and Howells were organ scholars, and Gurney had practically grown up in the cathedral, having been a chorister there from the age of ten. Howells sat by Gurney’s side, the two overawed by the importance of what they were hearing. Dr Herbert Brewer, the cathedral’s music director, had announced to the choir that there would be a premiere of a ‘queer mad work’ by an ‘odd fellow from Chelsea.’ His curmudgeonly description had hardly prepared them for the sheer magnitude of what they were now experiencing, with string writing that sounded simultaneously new and ancient, the sound appearing to rise from the very building as if it had been hewn from its stone. This was the premiere of Ralph Vaughan Williams’s Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis.

After the final applause had ended, and a starstruck seventeen-year-old Howells had obtained Vaughan Williams’s autograph, the two young organists walked out of the cathedral, unable to speak. The cathedral was only a stone’s throw from Gurney’s home on Barton Street, above the family’s tailoring business. From his glass-fronted shop, with counters piled high with rolls of plaid and corduroy, Gurney’s father David served customers, cut cloth and took measurements for the gentlemen of Gloucester who required suits; he was assisted by his rather truculent wife, Florence. Their son Ivor jostled for space in the handful of gloomy rooms upstairs,
alongside his sister Winifred, who was his senior by three years; Ronald, who was four years younger than Ivor; and Dorothy, the baby of the family, who was born when Ivor was ten.3

That night Ivor Gurney did not go straight home. Instead he and Howells walked, for hour after hour. They strode through the cobbled streets around the cathedral cloister where during the day Gurney often perused the secondhand books that were piled high on wooden barrows. They passed the crossroads where the straight Roman roads of Westgate and Eastgate meet at the city’s centre, past the darkened windows of the tailor’s shop at 19 Barton Street, past the ancient sign of the grocers—a great brass grasshopper which stretched the length of the shop front—and the battered façade of a disused eighteenth-century theatre that had once hosted the royalty of the acting profession. A few hours earlier the streets had been bustling with horses and drays, ambling farmers in leggings with corduroy coats and bowler hats, clergymen on bicycles and red-faced women in from the countryside with gossiping voices and bulging shopping baskets. Now the only sound was the boys’ footfall as they walked on. Little Howells, immaculately dressed, was obliged almost to run to keep up with the typically furious pace set by his friend. After a while the initial shock of the Tallis Fantasia wore off, and as they walked, they talked animatedly about what they had just heard. They knew that
these new sounds meant something momentous for British music, and they were equally determined to have a role in shaping its future.

For the past decade, Vaughan Williams had been trying to establish a new English music through folk song and the amalgamation of ancient church music and modern harmonies. Both Gurney and Howells felt the calling to be part of this ‘New English Musical Renaissance’, as it was to become known, and knew that the Royal College of Music in London was certainly the best place to begin preparing for the challenge. The College, far more than the Royal Academy, flourished as a centre of composition in the years before the war. A look through the generally adventurous Queen’s Hall Promenade Concert programmes in the autumn of 1913 shows the Royal College to be impressively overrepresented: in one season audiences could hear works by Stanford, Walford Davies, Vaughan Williams, Landon Ronald, Thomas Dunhill, Frank Bridge, Harry Keyser, Eugene Goossens and Coleridge Taylor—all either teachers or alumni.

Three years after hearing Vaughan Williams’s music ringing round the pillars of Gloucester Cathedral, both Gurney and Howells were enrolled at the College. The teachers there quickly found that Gurney was no ordinary student. He was enchanting and frustrating in equal measure. Exceptionally talented, his ambitions could occasionally slip over into a naïve arrogance, which, coupled with his stubbornness, led to frequent clashes with his teachers. The compositions Gurney had brought with him from Gloucester showed great potential, but were really only charming, well-crafted Edwardian parlour pieces. How would an inexperienced, provincial boy with a general disregard for convention progress in the professional musical world?

He had written his juvenile piano and violin works for sisters Margaret and Emily Hunt, music teachers who lived close to the family’s shop. They had practically adopted the lonely teenager, who was keen to escape from the frequent arguments at home, in search of music and inspiration. In turn, Gurney adored them. Imagining himself perhaps as a Brahms secretly serenading his Clara Schumann, he had written a piano waltz for Emily’s birthday in 1918, with her initials as a musical monogram. There is no doubt that Emily meant a great deal to him, but it was always Margaret who inspired his most passionate devotion. The diminutive, dark-haired ‘Madge’ was his earliest muse, despite the sixteen years between their ages. This was not a romantic relationship in the conventional sense. When Gurney visited Margaret during what was to be her final illness, he described her as a ‘brave little woman’, a phrase redolent of respect and deep affection, but not of a love affair. During the years in which he might have been considered to be in love with her, he did not feel it inappropriate to propose to two other girls and continue an almost daily correspondence with another older woman. If Margaret was indeed his ‘love’, then he loved her for providing him with an audience and beneficiary to whom he could direct his work, when his own family had neither time nor inclination to listen.
The Gurney family home was not entirely devoid of music, however. There was a piano on which Gurney learnt, and both his father David and mother Florence sang in local choirs. Florence, always keen for social advancement, had insisted that all the Gurney children learn an instrument, but practising was a challenge; there was little opportunity for quiet in the parlour, and no music to study. The Hunt sisters provided both, and Gurney learnt a great deal from leafing through books of Schubert’s Lieder at their Bechstein. Gurney soon aspired first to copy, then to rival Schubert.

On arrival in South Kensington, Gurney found the Royal College to be an elegant red brick affair, with a glass and iron portico and distinguished-looking miniature towers—a monument to proud Victorian prosperity. It nestles between Imperial College and the Royal School of Mines. Overlooking the Royal Albert Hall, it is surrounded everywhere by testaments to the Victorian penchant for the lavish and impressive. Behind the Albert Hall is Regent’s Park, with the outrageously golden Prince Albert memorial. This was an area of London in which the very pavements...
leaked confidence, and every new museum and academic establishment (largely funded by the triumph of the Great Exhibition) boasted artistic and intellectual achievement. It was, in short, the perfect destination for a young man with a clear sense of his own self-importance.

The College itself, whilst impressive, was then crammed into a site of only an acre. The limitations of the site necessitated building upwards, but there were no lifts. To get from lunch back to the organ room, Gurney had a climb of 186 steps. When he took up his scholarship, the College was still comparatively new, and proud of its illustrious beginnings (it had opened, in a flapping extravaganza of bunting, in 1894). In 1911 it was an exciting place to be. Moreover, it was dominated by two of the most influential men in musical Britain.

Sir Hubert Parry had long been established as the College principal, and was unanimously respected, and his colleague Sir Charles Villiers Stanford was the most eminent composition teacher in the institution. They were both to play a large part in Gurney’s student life, and to take an interest in him far beyond that of an average undergraduate. Parry gave four lectures a term on music history, as an attempt to broaden the horizons of performers, who were often focused on their instrumental skills to the exclusion of all else. He was a farsighted and inspiring man, in favour of students ‘talking wild’, by which he meant the exuberant bandying about of big ideas, and thinking widely and ambitiously. Gurney, who had wild talking down to a fine art, held an instant attraction for him, and the feeling was mutual. ‘Sir Hubert is a great man.[...] He speaks with authority, not as one of the scribes’, Gurney wrote. The friendship was not simply deferential, but warmly affectionate: ‘Sir Hubert, of course, was a darling.’ It was a popularly held view; Howells also revered him, and with good reason: Parry was to be generous enough to pay all Howells’s substantial medical bills when he became dangerously ill with Graves’ disease in 1916.

Two years younger than Gurney, Howells had also begun his life above a shop, although not in the cramped city centre. The Howells family lived in the Gloucestershire village of Lydney, surrounded by the Forest of Dean. Their home was larger than Gurney’s, but Howells was obliged to share it with seven older siblings. His father’s painting and decorating business had gone bankrupt, and like Gurney, Howells grew up impecunious. Howells’s father played the organ in Lydney church at the weekends, and although he was not particularly proficient a musician, his enthusiasm led him to make regular musical expeditions with his son to churches and to Gloucester Cathedral. They would have seen Gurney, one of ten choristers, in his red cassock in evensong, or running at the flocks of overfed pigeons in the cathedral close, in Eton suit and mortarboard, black gown flapping behind him.

In 1909, at sixteen, Howells was to take his place as one of three teenage boys in the cathedral organ loft, where his friendship with Gurney began. With spectacular
incongruity, the third of their party was the young Ivor Novello. From their vantage point, Herbert and the two Ivors looked down on the choir and on Dr Brewer, a rather humourless man with a forbidding moustache, round spectacles and neatly swept back hair. As articled pupils and later assistants, the three boys accompanied services and studied theory and harmony, and Howells quickly warmed to the gregarious, spontaneous Gurney. Whereas Ivor Novello (or David Ivor Davies as he was known then) was charming but prodigiously lazy, Gurney was positively bursting with ambition. He was also somewhat guileless, and his drive to better himself could sometimes brim over into boastful arrogance; a trait his friends forgave but which was guaranteed to challenge even the most amiable teacher. Brewer was not known for his amiability, and he did nothing to help Gurney with the next steps in his fledgling career. When Gurney decided against an organ scholarship to Durham University and announced instead that he wanted to try for the composition scholarship to the Royal College, Brewer chose not to use his personal friendship with Hubert Parry on his pupil’s behalf, remarking grudgingly (and inaccurately), ‘why does he bother? He can get all he wants here.’

Gurney was never going to be cut out for life in a provincial cathedral organ loft, and despite his outward appearance of a lack of faith in Gurney, Brewer knew that he was no ordinary pupil. He later admitted to Gurney’s father that he would have been ‘proud if the music that Ivor had written was his.’ This was a generous admission, but Gurney’s family was far from able to offer the financial and emotional support their son needed in order to nurture such a talent. Had he decided to help, Brewer could have been an influential and powerful supporter of his young student. It took Gurney’s godfather, Alfred Cheesman, to step in with financial assistance to make it possible for Gurney to study in London. Canon Cheesman had become Gurney’s godfather by default when David and Florence had brought baby Ivor to their local church to be baptised by him but had omitted to bring a sponsor. In lieu of any other options, Cheesman volunteered himself. It was a stroke of great serendipity for Gurney. Cheesman was a sensitive, educated man who lived alone among his poetry and botany books. He had travelled Europe and had the great distinction of an acquaintance with Rudyard Kipling. If Gurney’s parents had tried, they could not have chosen a more suitable godfather than this genteel Victorian intellectual. As Gurney matured, he spent more and more time with Cheesman, listening in delight as he read to him from the great poets, and walking the country lanes together, pointing out the different species of flowers and birds. Gurney dearly loved his own quietly spoken father, with whom he shared his passion for the countryside, but through Cheesman he caught a tantalising glimpse of a world of education and culture that was alien to his own family.

As the teenage Gurney matured, so his relationship with Cheesman intensified. Despite the deep complexities and contradictions riven through his personality,
Gurney had a great talent for friendship, and could be a hilarious and stimulating companion. He was eager to absorb what he could from those who would give him their time and wisdom, and was always sensible of the emotional and financial debts he was incurring. Cheesman procured the seventeen-year-old Gurney his very first paid job: as organist at nearby Whitminster church. Gurney was generous to a fault, when his limited means allowed, and in gratitude, he spent much of his first earnings on a book to give to his godfather: a copy of Ernest Rhys’s *Fairy Gold: A Book of Old English Fairy Tales*. He inscribed it:

That he who loved Hans Andersen  
His trees and flowers, his sun and rain  
May remember tales from his childhood known  
And read with his childhood’s heart again.  
Easter 1907.

A rather touching little rhyme, this is the first surviving evidence of Gurney’s own inclination towards verse. It was an inscription aptly tailored for its recipient. Cheesman, like his young protégé, did indeed love trees and flowers, sun and rain;
and his reading reflected it. Cheesman’s library constituted Gurney’s first exposure to literature, and books on nature and botany far outweighed any other category. Gurney browsed titles such as *The Plant-Lore and Garden-Craft of Shakespeare, Our Woodlands, Heaths, and Hedges* and *The Rivers and Streams of England*. In his own copy of Helen Milman’s *In the Garden of Peace*, Cheesman had written:

How much more lovely & worthy of love flowers are than human beings . . . If I had been the Creator, I think I would have given the flowers immortal souls, rather than to men.12

Under Cheesman’s influence, Gurney was brought up on a diet of literary flowers. Gurney shared his love ‘of natural things and simplicity’ with Cheesman, and when he had taken leave of him to move to London, it became a close bond between Gurney and Howells, two Gloucestershire scholarship boys a long way from the countryside of home.13 Gurney and Howells also shared a fierce sense of ambition. They were both blessed with ability in abundance, but only Howells had a clear sense of how to make use of his gift. As soon as he reached South Kensington, he began to establish himself as a model student, building a reputation that would secure his place firmly within the establishment. In Howells, Gurney found both a lifelong rival and someone for whom he had sincere and deep affection. The origins of their relationship were bound up in his memory with the magisterial Gloucester Cathedral. The little dominion of the organ loft had been the setting for their burgeoning friendship; and the fabric of the cathedral, with its constantly changing light and shadows, formed the backdrop to their early years together.

Howells recalled an incident in which Gurney had been so inspired by the light filling up the east window of the cathedral that he had sprung down from the organ loft, exclaiming, ‘God, I must go to Framilode!’ (a picturesque little village on a bend of the River Severn), and subsequently vanished for three days. This was not even particularly remarkable. He would frequently disappear from home with no explanation, which, understandably, his family found somewhat disturbing. His sister Winifred recognised that

The truth was, he did not seem to belong to us and he had so many intellectual friends who recognised his gifts and who encouraged him in every way, that we really did not attain his standards or understand his genius. It was only when I learned from outsiders of the high opinion people had of him, did I realise that he was outstanding—and that was how we, as a family had to regard him. He had so many homes to spend his time with friends, that he simply called upon us briefly and left again without a word.14

Rather than being inspired by Howells’s example, the teenage Gurney in fact led the way in their fledgling compositional careers. He was the first of the two friends
to begin to write, with two songs written in 1904 when he was fourteen, along with seven piano pieces, organ works and settings of Rudyard Kipling’s poems ‘Who Hath Desired the Sea’ and ‘Mandalay’ already to his name.¹⁵ In total, he had been writing for four years by the time Howells began to compose, and his example may well have helped to nudge Howells into attempting more than the odd hymn descant or psalm chant. Whilst Howells experimented with ‘Four Romantic Piano Pieces’ and a ‘Marching Song’, Gurney was writing violin pieces for the Hunt sisters: a ‘Romance’ for violin in 1909, along with a ‘Folk Tale’ for violin and piano—an unexceptional, pleasant little piece in compound time, beginning ‘plaintively and simply’, with a whispered, lilting quaver pattern in the violin, and a lightly textured piano accompaniment.

Howells made a tentative foray into song composition with a setting of Robert Louis Stevenson, but Gurney was already ahead of him, and developing a particular
affinity with song. He found inspiration in the Elizabethan poet Robert Herrick’s 'Passing By', and A. E. Housman’s ‘On Your Midnight Pallet Lying’ in 1907. He also set five poems by the recently deceased W. E. Henley (another Gloucester poet) in the spring of 1908, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s ‘The Crown’ in May 1909. These songs are charming, textbook creations, relying on circles of fifths, and with little or no hint of the harmonic adventurousness of his later work. Chromaticism, when it is present, as in Henley’s ‘Gulls in an Aëry Morrice’, is decorative, rather than destabilising, although this is one of the first works in which he establishes what would become a penchant for juxtaposing remotely related keys. There are even hints of the stylistic world of Ivor Novello in the Henley setting ‘Dear Hands, So Many Times’, and it is fun (if rather fanciful) to imagine the two Ivors vamping away, swapping musical ideas in the organ loft or at the piano in the choir room.

From his earliest attempts at composition, Gurney knew he did not want to limit himself solely to songwriting. Between 1910 and 1911 he wrote what was probably his first orchestral piece: Coronation March in B flat. It was a competent, conservative work, owing a debt to Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance marches. Despite the work being intended as a triumphant coronation piece, Gurney gave it a rather inappropriately subdued quotation from The Merchant of Venice: ‘Then, if he lose, he makes a swan-like end, Fading in music.’

King Edward VII had died on 6 May 1910, and the coronation of George V had taken place on 22 June 1911. The music for the coronation service in Westminster Abbey was chosen by the Abbey’s organist, Frederick Bridge. The service was a feast of English composers, from Orlando Gibbons and Thomas Tallis to Charles Stanford, Edward Elgar and Hubert Parry’s anthem I Was Glad, which he had written for Edward VII. The Worshipful Company of Musicians ran a competition for composers to write a march for inclusion in the celebrations. Despite some two hundred entries, they decided not to award a prize, much to Gurney’s disappointment. But the competition had given him the incentive to experiment with orchestral writing, and the opportunity, in fantasy at least, to picture his music being heard alongside the great names of English music. Beginning his studies at the Royal College in daily contact with the great Dr Parry meant that he was one significant step closer to realising his dream.

On the whole, Gurney was on better terms with his teachers at the Royal College than he had been with Dr Brewer at the cathedral. Sidney Waddington taught him harmony and counterpoint, and Walter Alcock oversaw his organ studies. Howells considered Alcock one of the greatest organists in the country, and as assistant organist at Westminster Abbey he was to have the unique privilege of playing for three coronations. He was an endearing figure; when he left the College for the organ loft of Salisbury Cathedral in 1916, he built a model railway in his garden and let the choristers ride on it. Gurney also had lessons with the gentle and undemanding
Charles Wood, and the composer Sir Henry Walford Davies, who was at the height of his prolific career and held the post of director of music at the Temple Church on The Strand.\textsuperscript{17} Gurney was scathing about Walford Davies’s work, with a superiority that was the least likeable side of his character:

Could you possibly let me have a look at Walford Davies’ Violin Sonatas next term, and early? I have fell designs on a V. S. and the pleasant consciousness of superiority which those Sonatas would probably give me, might be in the highest degree valuable.\textsuperscript{18}

Gurney took classes in German as a second study alongside piano and organ, an obvious choice at that point as the College was steeped in the influence of Brahms and Beethoven, but not such a popular option by 1914. The formidable Stanford, Gurney’s principal composition teacher, was to be his most formative influence. With his walrus moustache, Stanford was an eminent Victorian in a proud Victorian institution. He had a sense of inheritance and entitlement—he had been the organ scholar at Trinity College, Cambridge, and had come from a well-off Irish family. He gave the impression, with some justification, of owning the College, as at the age of twenty-nine he had helped to found the institution with Parry. He was sure of himself and not particularly inclined to be flexible, which made for some challenging encounters with his equally stubborn and opinionated pupil. He and Gurney fought from the start.

Stanford’s pupils were divided about the benefits of his teaching; Sir Arthur Bliss later recalled Stanford having a ‘devitalising effect’ on him.\textsuperscript{19} But there is no doubt that Stanford was a major figure in English music, and a great teacher, for those who responded to his methods. He insisted on ‘sound craftsmanship, economy and clarity of thought and self-criticism’.\textsuperscript{20} His rule was authoritarian, but he did allow pupils to write whatever they wanted, once they had cut their teeth on a year of Palestrinian counterpoint and modes.\textsuperscript{21} Howells got on with him famously, which was perhaps rather predictable, whereas the more problematic Frank Bridge, who had studied with Stanford and now taught at the College himself, unflatteringly described his ‘years in the nursery’ with Stanford as like ‘imbibing water through a straw instead of Glaxo and Bovril’.\textsuperscript{22} Even the humble and amenable Vaughan Williams found that Stanford made him feel that he was ‘unteachable’.\textsuperscript{23} Both Bridge and Vaughan Williams were great technicians, and, like Gurney, recognised the importance of a sound musical grounding. It would be easy to assume from Gurney’s battles with his teacher that he was ill disciplined or too truculent to be educated. This would not be entirely fair. It is more likely that Stanford had a somewhat ‘devitalising effect’ on many of the young composers who came under his tutelage in the last decades of his teaching career, particularly if they felt they wanted to establish a new musical voice that did not fit with his famously narrow views of what was musically acceptable, and what was beyond the harmonic pale.
Gurney respected him, despite their troubled relationship. He knew him to be a great man, and later wrote that Stanford was a ‘born poet’. Both Stanford and Parry revered the great German Romantics, and all composition students were obliged to study Beethoven and Brahms. Gurney was perfectly capable of rejecting Stanford’s very considerable musical prejudices, but his own musical tastes were to remain largely within the idiom of his teacher’s, and he was to turn to Beethoven repeatedly in later years. However, Gurney’s music would later explore a chromaticism to which a horrified Stanford would have liberally applied his infamous red pencil. Benjamin recalled Stanford’s harmonic ‘bigotry’, as he termed it:

Those of us who, having indulged in a ‘spice’ of modern harmony, were not angrily ejected from his room, were considered by our fellows, after all, mere fogeys. Displeased, Stanford would foam with rage, stab viciously with his pencil at an offending chord, point to the door with a long arm and utter the command: ‘Leave the room, me bhoy, and don’t come back till ye can write something beautiful!’

Despite Stanford’s best efforts, his young pupils’ harmonic explorations continued regardless, and Gurney, Bliss, Howells and Benjamin all explored new musical territory. As Gurney’s confidence grew, his work began to embrace both beauty and eccentricity in equal measure, and he built on the forms and textures he had learnt from Schubert, Brahms and Beethoven’s songs and chamber music, rather than considering his conservative training a hindrance.

Gurney began his studies with Stanford in May 1912. With the £40 scholarship that he had been awarded, and a further £40 from Cheesman, he was able to pay the rent on a modest flat in Fulham and have a very little to spare. The paint was peeling from the walls, and the light shades were dingy and torn, but Gurney, in true student style, pinned up pictures from magazines to brighten the rooms, and filled what little space he had with piles of books. London might have seemed a vast and potentially overwhelming place for a country boy who was more at home in the daffodil meadows and hills of Gloucestershire than suburban London. But he had Howells to remind him of his roots, and he spent much of his time in the company of his greatest friend, the Gloucestershire poet Will Harvey, with whom he could talk about the landscape he loved, in its absence.

Their friendship began in 1908, when, sitting on a tram in Gloucester one day, Gurney had recognised the stocky, thick-set young man in spectacles opposite him. It was Frederick William Harvey, who had overlapped with him at the Cathedral School for two years. Theirs was to become the closest and most intense friendship Gurney would ever experience. Although they had barely been acquainted at school, Gurney already knew Harvey’s younger brother Eric well, as they had been choristers together. It was enough common ground for him to strike up a conversation
with Will. It did not take them long to find they shared a passion for music and literature, and so, quite by chance, each discovered a kindred spirit. At the time of the meeting, Gurney was serving out his rather torturous apprenticeship with Brewer in the organ loft, and Harvey was reluctantly studying to be a lawyer in an office overlooking the cathedral, so it was easy for them to fall into each other’s company, and offer some mutual comfort. Harvey was more than happy to escape from his office into the countryside, and Gurney was delighted to have a walking companion, especially one who wrote poetry about the landscape he loved.

Will Harvey was full of charisma and charm: an eloquent and witty conversationalist, and a natural performer. But each saw in the other something darker that they tacitly understood. Harvey had a self-destructive streak, a carelessness regarding his own safety and well-being, and Gurney recognised like for like. He was later to describe it as Harvey’s only flaw, calling it introspection, or self-absorption; a curse he himself understood well, along with the misery it could cause. Both boys would grow into adulthood seeking the serenity and peace that continually eluded them. It was to be the bond that would elevate their friendship to something more than companions with shared interests. Both possessed a sensitive, artistic nature, but it was through their various struggles to write, or to stave off depression, that each truly understood the other.
Harvey lived in a Georgian farmhouse called The Redlands, in the village of Minsterworth. He came from a family of farmers and grew up surrounded by pigs, cattle and poultry. The Redlands was a beautiful spot, with large gardens and an orchard in which Gurney helped to pick apples. Will Harvey’s childhood was nothing short of idyllic, and friendship with Harvey offered the perfect rural home life that Gurney craved. Harvey was Gurney’s first real contact with a living poet, albeit a young, burgeoning one, and it was as a writer that he made the greatest impression on the adolescent Gurney. Gurney read Harvey’s work, discussed his poems with him, and began to gain confidence from the fact that even a humble boy from Gloucester might aspire to see his verse in print. If Harvey could do it, then so could he; and as his affection for Harvey grew, so he felt the first stirrings of a fruitfully competitive relationship with his new friend. Harvey’s poem ‘Ducks’ is one of his finest and frequently included in poetry anthologies. It begins:

From troubles of the world I turn to ducks,  
Beautiful comical things  
Sleeping or curled  
Their heads beneath white wings  
By water cool,  
Or finding curious things  
To eat in various mucks  
Beneath the pool,27

‘Ducks’ exemplifies Harvey’s whimsical light touch at its best. Much of the rest of his work was written for popular appeal. His verse is humorous, often touching, as might be expected from the pen of a sensitive, perceptive man. Over the course of the following years, Gurney realised that Harvey’s work, even in maturity, was limited. At the same time, he respected Harvey’s talent and maintained that at his best, his work could rival the best of his generation.28 This pleasant, accessible poetry would exert a huge influence over Gurney at the start of his journey as a poet, before he had discovered the far greater possibilities that the work of Walt Whitman, Edward Thomas and Gerard Manley Hopkins offered him, and was able to take his own poetry into territory that left his friend far behind.

Many of the interests and poetic ideas that were to become trademarks of Gurney’s verse were encouraged and moulded by Harvey’s example. He passed on to Gurney his interest in all things Roman; a passion easy for Gurney to cultivate in the historic Gloucestershire landscape, peppered with Roman settlements. Harvey was a stickler for personal discipline, and Gurney also grew to find that order and routine were essential to his health and creativity, although he could rarely achieve the levels he required to function. In short, Harvey and Gurney were temperamentally a perfect match. Both felt themselves observers, watching from the shadows and turning what they saw into music and verse. Harvey later described himself as
A thick-set dark haired dreamy little man
Uncouth to see
Revolving ever this preposterous plan—
Within a web of words spread cunningly
To tangle life—no less.
(Could he expect success?)

Of life he craves not much, except to watch.

Being forced to act,
He walks behind himself, as if to catch
The motive:—An accessory to the fact
Faintly amused, it seems,
Behind his dreams. 29

When Harvey failed his law exams, which came as a surprise to no one, he moved to London to start a six-month crammer course at Lincoln’s Inn Fields. For a brief while, Gurney was actually ahead of his sophisticated friend, and in the unusual position of being able to offer him support. Harvey was utterly despondent. Publisher after publisher had rejected his poetry. He hated studying law, and his exam results did nothing to encourage him, but so far his literary ambitions had come to nothing, and he was left with no alternative. Gurney, however, was finding himself surrounded by young, vivacious and prodigiously talented musicians, amongst whom it was difficult not to feel inspired.

The camp and cheeky ‘Benjee’, otherwise known as Arthur Benjamin, a brilliant young pianist and composer from Brisbane, Australia, had started at the College three months before Gurney (in February 1911), and quickly became a close companion. Three years Gurney’s junior, he was a bright, attractive boy, with dark hair swept to one side and a wide smile. His warm and generous personality was coupled with the supreme confidence of the child prodigy (he had given his first recital at the age of six). The result of such a spectacular childhood was an easy air of sophistication at which Gurney, whom Benjee found endearingly gauche, marvelled. He also had the luxury of a generous private income. Benjamin’s comfortable digs in upmarket Bayswater were a far cry from Gurney’s shabby lodgings.

When Howells came to join the group a year later, Benjamin was smitten. Howells looked like a little boy, terribly young and slightly built, with, as Benjamin observed, a ‘beautiful head’. 30 He immediately asked Howells out to lunch; and so a friendship began, which for Benjamin at least, was far more than platonic. Benjamin and Howells, the one flamboyant and charismatic, the other serious and conscientious, in their different ways fitted perfectly into undergraduate life at the College. Gurney, just as musically gifted, combined his talent with a nature that pulled always
towards the chaotic; in his dress, his behaviour and his music. His was a personality that was uncontained and lacked both the capacity and inclination to conform.

In November 1913 the group of friends was joined by Arthur Bliss. Gurney’s year was a bumper crop of interesting composers, with ambitions to match his own. Howells wrote a five-movement orchestral suite which he called The B’s as a celebration of their friendship. It was a deftly orchestrated, ambitious answer to Elgar’s Enigma Variations; a tribute to an extraordinarily talented group of young men, rendered all the more poignant by the fact that only months later they would be separated by war. Howells gave the overture of The B’s his own nickname: Bublum. Gurney’s movement, a lament (in itself an interesting choice), was dubbed ‘Bartholomew’ as Gurney’s middle name was Bertie. Arthur ‘Blissy’ had a brief scherzo; there was a mazurka alias minuet for ‘Bunny’; and the final movement, an exuberant march, was ‘Benjee’, dedicated to the flamboyant Benjamin.

The dedicatee of the penultimate movement was a friend to whom Howells was particularly devoted. Francis Purcell Warren (affectionately known as ‘Bunny’) was a quiet boy, whose understated charm and modesty made him a great favourite. He was an exceptional violinist and violist and had just begun to compose. He had only a handful of songs to his name: a beautiful little suite of miniatures for cello, a piano caprice, the adagio of a cello sonata and a string quartet. When Bunny was killed on the Somme in 1916, Howells poured his grief into an elegy in his memory.31 In the years preceding the war, however, there was little more to worry about than whether Stanford would approve of their latest compositional offerings. The friends shared their work and their leisure time, experiencing as much of London life as they could afford, visiting bookshops (a particular passion of Gurney’s), accompanying each other to concerts, and vociferously sharing their opinions of the new works they were discovering.

Gurney’s contemporaries found his combination of unpredictability, naivety and enthusiasm compelling, and many of the friendships he made at the College were to be lifelong. But the institution itself had not been designed to foster sociability. There were no communal spaces and no sports clubs. In 1905 the RCM Union had been founded as a central focus for students’ social lives, and the RCM Magazine first appeared in the Christmas term of 1904, aimed at instilling a sense of identity and unity amongst the students. It would later be one of the first publications to print Gurney’s poetry. Alongside negotiating lesson timetables and finding their way around the maze of stairs and corridors, signing up for the Union was one of the jobs for first years in Freshers’ Week. Gurney duly did so, and was interviewed by a quietly spoken, genteel violinist in her thirties. Her name was Marion Scott.

Scott had first seen Gurney walking in the corridors, and, if not love, it was certainly fascination at first sight. He was a striking figure and instantly intrigued her.
The romantic terms in which she would later cast her first impressions of him are as revealing as the details she recalls:

The boy was wearing a thick, dark blue Severn pilot’s coat, more suggestive of an out-door life than the composition lesson with Sir Charles Stanford for which (by the manuscript tucked under his arm) he was clearly bound. But what struck me more was the look of latent force in him, the fine head with its profusion of light brown hair (not too well brushed!) and the eyes, behind their spectacles, were of the mixed colouring—in Gurney’s case hazel, grey, green and agate—which Erasmus once said was regarded by the English as denoting genius.32

Scott lived a quiet, single life with her parents in their respectable Kensington home. This unpredictable and exciting young composer was to become the centre of her world. Her devotion to him was unswerving, and her practicality and generosity were to prove invaluable to him in the coming years.

Straitlaced, and with her parents’ zealous passion for causes (the family were advocates for abstention), Scott took life rather seriously. With intelligent dark eyes
and long hair wound in a bun, her appearance had something of a pre-Raphaelite quality. She was petite, dark and attractive, in many respects rather like the music teacher Margaret Hunt whom Gurney had left behind in Gloucester. Scott was intellectual and, like many academic women of her generation, had to create her own opportunities. She knew how to make things happen, how to work publicity for her own ends, and was driven by a strong sense of ambition and determination. She had studied composition alongside the violin at the College, and had been one of Stanford’s first female pupils at a time when the College was so new it still smelt of fresh paint. She failed to make much impression as a professional violinist but became known as an editor and musicologist as well as an advocate for struggling female musicians. At the point at which she first met Gurney, Scott was becoming a well-known figure in the London musical world, and her musical journalism later became widely respected. Her true legacy, however, would lie in the work she did on behalf of Gurney as the curator and preserver of his manuscripts, and as his supporter and friend.

Her personal life was marked by disappointment. She devoted herself to the men she cared for, whether or not the relationship was physical, and found it hard to recover from her disappointment if they did not return her affections. Gurney was not the first scholarship composition student to whom she had become passionately attached. The composer Ernest Farrar, a reserved, gently spoken Yorkshireman, had until recently been her recital partner. It was a relationship based on practical music-making, but for her, it was a passion that went far beyond the love of music. When, in January 1911, Farrar told Scott the news of his engagement to another woman, he was bemused to find that she was mortified, and had resolved never to speak to him again. She succeeded, as after seven years of estrangement from Scott, he was killed almost as soon as he entered the trenches in 1918. It was in the spring of 1911, only a few months after Farrar’s announcement of his engagement, that the lonely and embittered Scott encountered the new scholarship boy in the corridors of the College.

There were thirteen years between Gurney and Scott, but Gurney had already established his penchant for seeking out the friendship of older women with his devotion to the Hunt sisters, and Scott was an obvious successor to Margaret and Emily. From his teenage years onwards Gurney was to crave sympathetic maternal figures, compensating perhaps for the inadequacies of his actual mother. The earliest surviving photographs of Gurney’s mother Florence capture a young woman with an expression that suggests a sense of vision and optimism, despite the restrictions of artificial posed photographic portraiture. The mother Ivor knew bore little resemblance to these early images. As the years passed, Florence had grown into a severe and disillusioned woman, whose thin face was uncompromisingly unsmiling. Her husband David was far gentler in appearance, a genial Victorian
gentleman, ‘properly’ placed in the period’s own social hierarchies, and with a slight resemblance to Edward Elgar. But Florence was not a woman who embraced life and all its challenges, and the larger her family grew, the more the demands overwhelmed her.

Florence thought of herself as superior to the Gurneys’ working-class relatives, but the family had little money to show for it, and finances were a constant worry. The family was very isolated, but needlessly so. With a father who was one of seven, they were surrounded by local cousins, but Florence forbade Ivor and his siblings from fraternising with most of their relatives. Her intense sense of pride and snobbery made it unthinkable for her to associate with builders, who were further down the social ladder than tailors, and so the Gurney children were obliged to maintain a haughty distance. David was too dreamy and casual to be left in charge of money, so it was Florence who ran the business accounts. She managed to keep the family out of debt, but there was very little to spare. One Christmas, when finances were particularly critical, David tried to maintain some semblance of jollity by playing Father

Fig. 1.8: Gurney’s mother, Florence, c. 1915. Courtesy of Noel Hayward, from the photograph album belonging to Dorothy Gurney.
Christmas and filling the children’s stockings with a penny, an orange, a Brussels sprout, and a potato—the full extent of their presents that year—only to be attacked by his wife for his extravagance.\textsuperscript{34}

As a child, Gurney was already aware of his mother’s limitations, and her humourlessness and histrionics meant that she was a prime candidate for affectionate teasing. When at mealtimes he was about to be admonished for refusing to eat his food, he would anticipate her catchphrase in an exaggerated parody: ‘Ah! There are lots of little boys in London who would only be too glad to eat it!’ Winifred remembered that their mother would smile at this, in spite of herself. On other occasions, when Florence was too furious with the children to catch her breath to threaten and scold them, Gurney would pipe up on her behalf, slowly and deliberately and with the h’s well aspirated: ‘I shall hit you on the head with a hammer’, reducing his brothers and sisters to fits of laughter, and outraging his mother yet further.\textsuperscript{35}

Gurney was a quick-witted, humorous and ebullient child, and he soon became conscious that he was a misfit in his emotionally restricted family. He loathed conflict and antagonism, and as he grew older he chose to absent himself at every opportunity rather than stay for an argument. He could not bear the tense atmosphere of repressed grievances that dominated the household. Whenever his father tried to intervene between Florence and her children, he exacerbated the situation, and Gurney realised that the only way for him to find any peace was to avoid the family as much as possible. When cornered, he would take up an armful of books and disappear, either in to the hills or to the comforts of his godfather’s library and the Hunt sisters’ music room.\textsuperscript{36}

His adult friends had been his refuge and support through his teenage years, and it was natural that when in London he would seek an equivalent to the Hunt sisters. He needed someone to lavish attention and adoration on him, and Scott was prepared to provide both in abundance. She made herself invaluable to Gurney, moulding her life around his. She became involved in his circle of friends at the College, and later befriended the Hunt sisters back in Gloucester. Her relationship with Howells was particularly intense, to the point of infatuation. She wrote to him pleading repeatedly for him to visit her, but her keenness was not reciprocated. However much she might have invested in her relationships with Howells and ‘Benjee’, it was Gurney who really needed her and to whom she would remain truly devoted.

She was less than impressed with the Fulham ‘slums’ where Gurney dwelt among the great unwashed.\textsuperscript{37} But Gurney had grown up in dark, cramped rooms, and unlike Marion, he was no snob. He was able to find enough beauty in Fulham, taking evening walks around the neighbourhood when he needed a break from work. His flat was on a pleasant enough street; part of a row of Victorian terraced houses set in a tree-lined avenue. He was near the railway, but on the other side of the track were large fields, so even in the metropolis he had some sense of space. It reminded him
of home; and in some respects was much like the townhouse he had left back in Gloucester, which overlooked a busy street, but with fields only a short cycle ride beyond, visible on the horizon. He would sit at his London desk, looking out at the shadowy shapes of the plane trees outside his window, and work late into the night at harmony and counterpoint exercises. There were moments when both he and Howells missed Gloucester with an intensity that was almost physical pain. When things got really bleak, Howells would go to Paddington station, not to travel, but only to watch the trains departing for the southwest, imagining them passing through the landscape he loved. He did not have enough money for a ticket.

This was a brave new world for the two provincial scholarship boys, and they were certainly not pining all the time. The London cityscape inspired Gurney in new ways. Initially he found that the stalls on the North End Road were a good term-time substitute for the bustle of Gloucester’s market, ‘Flaring with many a coloured stall / Of apples and oranges decked-out.’ But as the weeks in London passed, he became increasingly jaded. Then he would long for the serenity of the Gloucestershire countryside and imagine himself tramping the hard winter roads in deep morning frost, or sailing his little boat down the River Severn as the waves lapped at the rushes on the banks. Once home, he used his walks to develop the musical ideas he had had in London, planning big projects for the next term, and discussing them in animated conversation with Cheesman and the Hunts. He still relied on them for their friendship, but as the terms progressed, the distance between their amateur music-making and the standards to which he was now accustomed became more apparent. He was conscious he had begun to outgrow them, and by the end of the holidays he was restless to return to the College again.

Gurney was full of excitement at the musical possibilities London had to offer, and secure in the sympathetic and stimulating friendships he had made in his first few terms as a student. He had soon written a handful of songs. One of his very first offerings for Stanford was a setting of a text by Ethna Carbery called ‘Song of Ciabhan,’ written in June 1911. Perhaps he thought he might appeal to Stanford’s fiercely patriotic feelings for Ireland. There is no record of Stanford’s reaction to any specific piece by Gurney, but he would have been churlish not to be impressed—the song was good enough for publication by Oxford University Press (although Gurney did not see it in print in his lifetime). For his next ventures Gurney turned to the poet Robert Bridges, whom he had already begun to set to music in 1908. Now he composed ‘I Praise the Tender Flower’ and ‘I Love All Beauteous Things’ in June, alongside ‘Fate’ by Francis Brett Harte (written in the summer term of 1911 and revised in 1912).

He also continued to develop his instrumental writing. Taking Brahms’s sonatas as his model (he joked that Brahms was the one person he would want to take as his date to a dinner party), he tentatively had high hopes for his own violin sonata in G.
‘On second thoughts, perhaps my V.S. won’t be better than the Brahms. But who knows what the third thoughts may be?’

By any standards, Gurney had made a promising start. He had even begun work on a string quartet (in A minor) in January, and managed to complete it in June, but by the summer of 1912 he had to admit that some kind of illness was starting to affect his work and make ‘all things gray’. ‘The Young Genius does not feel very well and His brain won’t move as He wishes it to,’ he wrote to Scott. It was to be the first manifestation of a lifelong pattern of moods that swung between crippling depression to periods of manic energy. Gurney assumed that his symptoms were due to a digestive problem or overwork. If he did suspect something more sinister, he did not voice his concerns in any correspondence, but these were in fact the first signs of a condition that would eventually claim his sanity entirely. For now, he knew only that something was very wrong, and he could do no more than follow his doctor’s orders and embark on a regime of exercise and recuperation. He affected a tongue-in-cheek, lighthearted tone when discussing his affliction. Although he must have been alarmed at his sudden incapacitation, a small part of him could also enjoy playing the role of the suffering genius and aligning himself with the tortured Romantic poets.

Gurney struggled on despite this first real taste of illness, and managed to finish his string quartet over the spring and summer terms of 1912. Scott was keen to perform it with her all-female quartet that summer, but the premiere was not to happen until the winter of 1913, when it was played at a meeting of the Society of Women Musicians, as Scott was their chairwoman. Gurney’s depression tainted everything, even his feelings about the piece, which had initially been a source of great pride. ‘But oh, so sick of everything, and by no means looking forward to work. I will allow anyone to say anything against my Scherzo, my slow Movement even, which shows to what depths I have descended.’

He might have been sick of work, but he was still as fiercely ambitious as ever. He had not yet written any vocal work larger than a song, but in 1912 he began to plan a cycle of operas, to be based on the short plays of W. B. Yeats. He was also entertaining the idea of a ‘Riders to the Sea’ opera based on J. M. Synge’s play. Ralph Vaughan Williams was to work on his own operatic version of the same text in 1925 (it may be that it was Gurney who had suggested the subject matter to him). Gurney never wrote his projected operas; he soon realised, as Stanford would doubtless have pointed out to him, that multiple operas were rather too ambitious an undertaking for an undergraduate still learning his craft, and he sensibly turned his attention to more realistic projects.

Gurney had already established his natural inclination towards poetry as a source of musical inspiration, but now, for the first time, he began to write his own poetry as well as music. It is not possible to know exactly when Gurney moved from
reading poetry to trying it himself, but in May 1912 he felt confident enough to send a poem, ‘The Irish Sea’, to the popular political weekly the *Eye Witness*, in the hope of seeing his name in print. He also posted a copy of the poem to Harvey for approval. It was a daring first attempt; the *Eye Witness* sold over 100,000 copies a week. It was its editor, the ‘Georgian’ poet Hilaire Belloc, who had attracted Gurney. Both Gurney and Harvey were great admirers of Belloc’s verse, and his 1902 memoir *The Path to Rome* was one of Gurney’s favourite books.

Gurney longed to write the ‘oldest kind of song’ (as Belloc put it) about the River Severn and his native Gloucestershire. His abilities as a composer were developing fast, but he had by no means found the technique to achieve it in poetry, if ‘The Irish Sea’ was anything to go by.

The afterglow slid out of Heaven,
Heavily arched the vault above,
Then round my bows, and in my gleaming
Wake, dim presences ’gan to move.

My boat sailed softly all the night,
Through wraiths and shapes of mystery,
But dawn brought once again to sight
The friendly and familiar sea.45

It is an attractive, musical little poem, but there is little hint of the idiosyncratic, deeply personal tone that would resonate through his later work. The examples of Harvey and Belloc imprint themselves on this rather conventional verse, with a simple rhyme scheme that offers only a little hint of the experimental, Hopkins-influenced half-rhymes he would later use (here Gurney rhymes ‘Heaven’ and ‘gleaming’). ‘Squareness’ and order were hallmarks of the Georgian poets, whose first, hugely successful collective anthology *Georgian Poetry* had been published in 1912, just as Gurney was beginning to think about writing his own verse. He devoured their work, and with the added influence of Thomas Hardy’s short, orderly stanzas, it was inevitable that his early poems would be structured in a similar manner to his role models. As Gurney began to formulate his views on art, he drew repeatedly on the image of the four-square to describe symmetry and beauty in music, poetry and architecture (the square tower of Gloucester’s St Peter’s Cathedral, under whose shadow he grew up, was to be a recurring image). Gurney considered squareness as a metaphor for good structure and balance rather than a limitation, but he had yet to develop the skill to find a freedom and originality of tone within the restrictions of form.

The manuscript version of ‘The Irish Sea’ bears a hopeful if sycophantic annotation: ‘Hommage à Belloc’ (Belloc was born in France). He paid a musical homage in
The form of an unpublished song setting of Belloc’s curious, swaggering poem ‘Heretics All’, written the same year (1912). It would have been a long shot for an unknown student poet to find immediate publication, and predictably perhaps, Belloc refused ‘The Irish Sea’ outright. It must have been expected, but still it was Gurney’s first, tentative attempt at making an impression on the poetry world, and he had failed. His fragile mental health was in no state to cope with a rejection from his hero, and the episode resulted in a ‘terrific attack of the blues’. It was a major setback in Gurney’s efforts to include himself among contemporary poets. The first of a series of rejections which were to feed into a lowered sense of ‘faith’ in himself, it marked the beginning of a slow road of attrition of self-confidence and belief.

Gurney began to write and compose at a time in which British poetry and music were unequally matched. The ‘land without music’, which had only begun to rectify its reputation at the turn of the century, was beginning to find its musical identity with the help of only a handful of leading lights—Vaughan Williams, Parry, Stanford, Elgar and Holst. Whilst they forged ahead, building on scant foundations and fighting to emerge from the shadow cast by the musical achievements on the continent, British poetry had been enjoying a golden age. Robert Browning, Matthew Arnold and Tennyson had died just before Gurney was born, marking the end of the old school of Victorian poets. The new generation were free to reject or take what they chose from their work. Hardy and Yeats still reigned supreme, and the Edwardians Henry Newbolt and Alfred Austin provided a short-lived interlude in which Empire and poetry met and mingled with memorable but sometimes rather unsavoury results. Of the younger generation of poets, Rupert Brooke was just beginning to establish his reputation, Edward Thomas was still writing journalism rather than poetry by 1912, and Robert Frost was still waiting impatiently for recognition. It was an exciting time to be a poet. Gurney had already established that his creative impulse was the celebration and creation of beauty, with the contours of the hills of Gloucestershire etched into his soul. Now, in London, he had begun to cast around for models for his own embryonic poetry and found that the refreshingly simple imagery and direct syntax of the new Georgian poets offered a near-perfect match for the voice he wanted to develop.

There would be five volumes of Georgian Poetry anthologies published between 1912 and 1922, showcasing the work of Rupert Brooke, W. H. Davies, John Drinkwater, W. W. Gibson and John Masefield, among others. Gurney’s discovery of the Georgians was a moment of epiphany, his literary equivalent to hearing Vaughan Williams’s Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis back in 1910. Over the coming years, Gurney was to enjoy friendships with the poets themselves, and expand upon their work in his own poetry, sharing their interest in reflecting the pastoral and the urban in simple language and resonant, vivid verse. As a composer, Gurney could relate to language in a manner that was inaccessible to other poets. He
found the lyricism of the Georgians lent itself to song setting, and turned many of Gibson’s, Masefield’s and Brooke’s poems into songs. This intense, creative engagement with others’ work, interpreting it and inhabiting it from within, was perhaps the most fruitful way for Gurney to develop as a poet in his own right. He learnt to understand the rhythms of others’ lines from within, developing and colouring them with musical nuance; augmenting and framing poems he admired by transmuting them into song.

To some writers and critics at the time, the Georgians were an anachronism, their style obsolete even as they wrote. But to Gurney they were gods. He had found his poetic soulmates, but by the winter of 1912, Gurney was still a long way from joining their ranks. His depression had entirely incapacitated him, and he was unable to write either poetry or music. Not even Scott’s premiere of his quartet could revive him. There was one bright point in the wintry gloom, however; in February 1913 Vaughan Williams’s A Sea Symphony received its first London performance, and Gurney, Benjamin, Scott and Howells all had tickets.

I crawled out of bed to hear it, and afterwards went back for three days more—but it was worth it. A Third is Nonsense, but the other two thirds simply great.47

Three days at a time spent in bed was not sustainable during term time, and Gurney knew it could not continue. He managed to get himself out to Threadneedle Street in Piccadilly, to consult a Dr Harper. This was to be the first of a great many medical opinions on his condition, and it made a deep impression on him, largely because Dr Harper offered the advice he wanted to hear; he was to return to Gloucester to convalesce.

Recuperation above the shop with his impatient brother and neurotic mother was out of the question, so he arranged to stay as a self-catering guest in a cottage called The Lock House, by the junction of the Severn and the Stroudwater canal, at Framilode. It was owned by the lockkeeper, a marvellous old character called James Harris, whom Gurney adored.

That dark face lit with bright bird-eyes, his stride
Manner most friendly courteous, stubborn pride,
I shall not forget, not yet his patience
With me, unapt, though many a far league hence
I’ll travel for many a year, […]48

Gurney and Harvey had previously bought a leaky little boat from Harris for the princely sum of £5, and named it The Dorothy, after Gurney’s sister.

this most treacherous and fine sailing
Vessel of mine, so leaky—but never failing . . .49
The vigour of sailing, coupled with the serenity and simplicity of life with the lock-keeper, was the perfect restorative combination. Gurney’s days were spent looking out at the constantly changing water, watching the wildlife and the passing boats during the day, and sailing when his health allowed it. In the evenings, he accompanied Harris to the pub and listened to the conversation that was so far removed from the world of books and music he had temporarily left behind. Life there could hardly have been more different from the daily grind of London studies.

Almost as soon as he had arrived, his mood had brightened. Writing from his bed, he was soon exhorting Scott to come sailing with him. Scott was herself frequently ill, and Gurney was evangelical on the delights of simple country life as a cure for almost any ailment: ‘I have been here a week. And oh! What a difference. And oh! Framilode on good behaviour! What you want is sailing, I am sure. And if you came here I would give it you.’ Scott did not take him up on the offer, but he did manage to persuade Margaret and Emily Hunt to go out on a daring expedition with him. He took them from Framilode to Bollo Pool and back, and was delighted to see that, whatever secret anxieties they harboured about putting their lives in the hands of someone who prided himself on his dangerous sailing, they showed no outward signs of fear.
In the years to come, Gurney would often use poetry as a medium to reflect in meticulous detail on key events that had taken place years before, writing verse as a form of journaling. His time on the riverside was to be the inspiration for two poems, both entitled ‘The Lock Keeper’, written between 1918 and 1922. Either would have been a highly respectable addition to any Georgian Poetry anthology. The 1922 version is a long, uneven ramble of a poem (only Gurney can get away with using the word ‘tentaculous’ twice), but its peculiar quality lies in its power of evocation, its honesty and earnestness. The poem cannot be rushed; it captures in its lengthy unfolding the slow progress of the convalescent student, as he relearns the unhurried pace of rural living. The natural rhythm of life by the river is built into the ebb and flow of the verse:

The lowering of the waters, the quick inflow,
The trouble and the turmoil; characteristic row
Of exits and of river entrances;

Finding beauty in the commonplace was a part of Gurney’s nature. By 1918, when this poem was published, he had learnt to translate his instincts into verse. Gurney had left London with ambivalent emotions, however relieved he was to be escaping. He longed for the peace of the Gloucestershire countryside, but he felt his retreat to be a sign of weakness and berated himself for his inability to cope with cosmopolitan life. ‘Gloucester received me full of shame’, he later remembered. He was looking to regain not only his health but his self-confidence:

Boat sailing did save me I rushed life till self respect came, and the sweet
air and blowing March tempest of Gloucester County
gave me again first health;

He resented the illness that had precipitated his stay, but quickly realised that the move to Gloucestershire was his salvation. He had pined for The Dorothy, and the exhilaration and freedom he felt when sailing her. He longed for ‘such joy as to see sails quiver,’ ‘seeing the cleaving water before prow scatter, and the moving surface so wonderful like bright floors.’ This was a freedom forbidden to him when in London. He had even gone to the docks at Rotherhithe to try to replicate his Severn sailing, and petitioned a boat owner to sell him a craft, but without the £20 required to buy the cheapest one, a Dorothy equivalent for the Thames was out of the question.

It was not just the river that was significant in Gurney’s recovery. In his friendship with the lockkeeper James Harris, Gurney found an antidote to the rather negative influence of Stanford, the most dominant older man in his life at the time. Now Gurney could study the glorious secrets of ferret-keeping and the rhythms of the Severn instead of the rules of harmony and counterpoint. Both lockkeeper and composition teacher were experts in their respective fields, and Gurney admired their
compendious knowledge, but the two pedagogues represented a fundamental struggle between the opposite poles that tormented him. He had somehow to reconcile his craving for a simple, outdoors life with the torturous ‘book-poring’ of the intellectual. He was stuck in a double bind. His artistry stemmed from a desire to express his love of nature, but in order to be able to write well of rivers and hillsides in music and verse, he was obliged to spend years studying his craft. This sojourn by the river was quite literally a breath of fresh air, but it could not last. Gurney longed for the lockkeeper’s serenity and lifestyle, but he was always the observer, not the participant. For now at least, his place was back in London, under Stanford’s stern and unforgiving gaze.

His student years ought to have been the starting point from which the rest of his career would be launched. For the generation who were able-bodied students in 1914, a straightforward career was to be out of the question. But Gurney’s challenges were both personal and political. As he struggled to make relationships between two forms, and between his two identities as Gloucestershire lad and metropolitan intellectual, the war loomed as one of the most punishing obstacles ahead.
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